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Despite living in a period of elevated inflation for the past 18 months, gold has failed

to reach the highs of summer 2020. In fact, gold has largely been falling since March

2022, when it briefly rose above $2000/oz1. A strong US Dollar and a bond sell-off have

put gold under pressure. The US Dollar basket (DXY) reached a 20-year high in July 2022,

and we have not witnessed such a sharp appreciation in the US Dollar since 2015. The

Euro briefly fell below parity to the US Dollar in July 20222 – a spectacle not witnessed

since the early days of the currency3 when the US came under pressure from a ballooning

deficit.

 

Gold holding up well, all things consideredGold holding up well, all things considered

 

Factoring in these pressures, gold has not fared that badly. In fact, our internal

forecast model4, indicates that gold should have fallen in the order of 10.8% y-o-y in

July 2022, whereas we only saw a 2.7% y-o-y fall in the month. Despite subdued investor

sentiment toward the metal of late, recession fears are likely to put gold increasingly

into focus. Gold has historically been a strong performer in economic downturns. As

hawkish central banks clip the wings of global economic growth, we expect interest in

gold to be driven higher.

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree data available as July 2022. Speculative positioning as reported by Commodity

Futures Trading Commission, Treasury yields are based on US 10-year government bonds, US Dollar basket is based on

fixed weights against major trading partners, inflation is based on the US consumer price index, actual gold
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prices from Bloomberg. The fitted gold price is the price the model would have forecast. The constant does not

have economic meaning, but is used in econometric modelling to capture other terms. It can be thought of as how

much gold prices would change if all other variables are set to zero (although that would be unrealistic).

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value. Forecasts are not an indicator of futureinvestments may go down in value. Forecasts are not an indicator of future

performance and any investments are subject to risks and uncertainties.performance and any investments are subject to risks and uncertainties.

 

US Dollar pressure could easeUS Dollar pressure could ease

 

As we enter August 2022, we have witnessed US Dollar negative pressure on gold ease.

Market consensus expects the US Dollar to depreciate going forward. The Dollar basket,

currently at 106.2 is expected to depreciate to 101.8 by end Q2 20235. While most central

banks have disposed of forward guidance tools and their policy course will be very data

dependent, markets expect the Federal Reserve and European Central Bank to deliver most

on their policy tightening in a front-loaded manner. Therefore, interest rate

differentials may (at least initially) narrow, lessening the upward pressure on the US

Dollar.

 

WisdomTree model points to gold price increasesWisdomTree model points to gold price increases

 

Dollar depreciation is usually gold price positive, but for non-US Dollar denominated

investors, the gains on gold can be lost when translating back to home currency. If we

put consensus economic expectations6 into our gold model (and hold investor sentiment

toward gold steady around current levels), gold could rise to $1825/oz by end Q2 2023, a

gain of 6.9% relative to end Q2 2022. 2.5% of this gain comes from the Dollar

depreciation that the market expects.

 

An example of why an unhedged position fails to benefit from US DollarAn example of why an unhedged position fails to benefit from US Dollar

depreciationdepreciation

 

Taking a numerical example, starting from an ounce of gold at US$1700/oz (i.e. €1734/oz

with a EURUSD exchange rate at 1.02), if the US Dollar depreciates against the Euro by

5%, everything else being equal, the expectation is that the intrinsic value of gold

would not have changed and therefore the price in Euro would remain €1734 per ounce.

However, because of the currency move, the price in US$ is now 5% higher, i.e. $1785/oz.

In such a scenario, the Euro investor unhedged would not benefit at all, the price of

gold in Euro is unchanged after all. However, the hedged investor would benefit from the

5% increase in Dollar terms.

 

Currency hedgingCurrency hedging

 

Currency hedging is one way of protecting a gold investment for non-US denominated

investors. As an illustration, when we have seen gold price gains (in USD) greater than

5% m-o-m (which on average since December 2003 has given rise to gold performance of

7.8%), gold unhedged for Euro based investor has only returned 6.8%. Thus, an entire

percentage point has been eroded by the currency translation. However, a currency hedged

position would have on average performed 7.7% i.e. only 0.1% less than the US Dollar

performance for a US Dollar denominated investor. Even in months when gold price gains

were not as strong as 5%, for example between 0 and 5%, currency hedging has protected

more of the gains.
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, data from December 2003 to July 2022. Performance buckets based on gold in US

Dollar on monthly basis.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

ConclusionConclusion

 

Gold prices in US Dollar terms tend to rise when the US Dollar depreciates (all else

being equal). A non-US Dollar denominated investor holding their position unhedged would

lose out on the proportion of gold gains that come from Dollar depreciation. A currency-

hedged exposure would historically be the best way to attempt to preserve these gains.

 

SourcesSources

1 Gold had reached US$2029/oz on 8 March 2022, dipped to US$1985/oz on 9 March 2022,

touched US$2003 on 10 March 2022 before falling below the US$2000/oz thereafter (source:

Bloomberg)

2 The Euro fell below 1 to the US Dollar on 14 July 2022 for a day (source: Bloomberg)

3 The Euro began trading on 1 January 1999 around 1.18 to the US Dollar and by 27 January

2000 it fell below 1. It remained below 1 until November 2002 (source: Bloomberg)

4 See Gold: how we value the precious metal for more details on the WisdomTree’s model

5 Using Bloomberg survey of economists from July 2022

6 Using Bloomberg survey of economists from July 2022, covering CPI inflation, 10 year

Treasury Bond yields, and the US Dollar basket

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Why ‘stagflation’ could polarise gold and silver

+ What’s Hot: Central bank’s policy flux - I am not stupid. I am a tool.

+ To have your cake and eat it: A case for currency hedging gold exposure

+ Gold: how we value the precious metal

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Physical Gold - EUR Daily Hedged (GBSE)
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=8CA6C94DE7774F4297A04C36F26E99F6&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=0ACC38CC679541F29DD761E53E33C374&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=29F9AF409806496DADB5FED3B32F1E1B&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=F331014C5D7F4181AEC0EEAE030B2A59&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=0C7125F08A1D45D1921846058A78F1B2&_z=z


+ WisdomTree Physical Gold - GBP Daily Hedged (GBSP)

+ WisdomTree Gold - EUR Daily Hedged (00XN)

View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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